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FINANCE COMMITTEE

AGENDA

23rd Meeting, 2000 (Session 1)

Tuesday 3 October 2000

The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 1 to consider the following
agenda items:

1. Committee Business: The Committee will consider whether to take items 5
and 6 in private.

2. Inquiry into European Structural Funds: The Convener will update the
Committee.

3. Financial Resolutions: The Committee will consider a paper from the clerk.

4. Inquiry into Resource Accounting and Budgeting: The Committee will
consider a draft remit for the inquiry.

5. External Research:  The Committee will receive an update on the external
research that is being commissioned.

6. Stage 2 of 2001/02 Budget Process and Budget Review: The Committee
will consider the forward work programme.

Callum Thomson
Clerk to the Committee

Room G.6, Committee Chambers
Tel. 0131 348 5215

Email: callum.thomson@scottish.parliament.uk

callum.thomson@scottish.parliament.uk
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The papers for this meeting are:

Agenda Item 3

Update paper from the clerk on financial resolutions

Agenda Item 4

Paper on draft remit for inquiry into resource accounting and
budgeting

Agenda Item 5

SPICe paper on external research

Agenda Item 6

Letter from the Minister for Finance

Forward Work Programme

Submission to the Bureau on meeting outwith Edinburgh
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FI/00/23/2

PRIVATE PAPER

PRIVATE PAPER

PRIVATE PAPER

PRIVATE PAPER
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Financial Resolutions Update Paper

Background

A working group of Parliament and Executive officials has been looking at the
operation of standing orders relating to  financial resolutions for Bills.  The intention
is for the group to report back to the Procedures Committee with proposals for
revisions to the standing orders.

Provisional Working Group Recommendations

Amongst other things, the group has considered the Finance Committee’s proposal
to delete Rule 9.12.5.  This Rule reads as follows:

“Any Bill which contains any provisions such as are mentioned in paragraph 2 or 3
shall be referred on introduction to the Finance Committee who shall prepare a
report on the provisions”.

In practice, compliance with this Rule has entailed the Finance Committee
considering the Financial Memorandum that accompanies a Bill and reporting to the
Parliament that the Bill in question does contain provisions which merited the
Parliament passing a financial resolution in respect of the Bill. The Committee was
clear in the view that this process was far from satisfactory and that subject
committees were better placed to comment on the financial provisions of Bills as part
of the Stage 1 scrutiny process.  Additionally, it was thought that this task would sit
well with subject committees’ involvement in the annual budget process.

The Committee therefore recommended that Rule 9.12.5 should be deleted and that
Rule 9.6.3 should be amended to introduce a requirement on the lead committee to
include in its Stage 1 report to the Parliament a section on the financial
memorandum.   (Rule 9.6.3 currently requires the lead committee, in the case of
Executive bills, to report on the Policy Memorandum.)

Notwithstanding this shift in responsibility, the Committee wished to leave open the
option of reporting on any Bill where its enactment  would necessitate a revision to
the annual Budget Act.  The working group considered this issue and has proposed
that Rule 9.6.3 should be further amended to make clear that the Finance Committee
may (but need not) report to the lead committee on the financial provisions in a Bill
and that, if it does so, the lead committee must take account of that report in
agreeing its Stage 1 report.

If this amendment were made, the Finance Committee would have a general power
to consider relevant aspects of Bills, rather than just under the specific
circumstances that were proposed by the Committee.  It would, of course, be for the
Finance Committee to determine how often it wished to exercise this power.  The
group also noted that the terms of this year’s Budget Act meant that, should any
revisions be required to be made to the Budget (including those arising from the
enactment of legislation), the Finance Committee would be the lead committee for
considering the statutory instrument which implements the changes.  This
mechanism should ensure that the Finance Committee retains control over any
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process that will lead to expenditure being made out of the Scottish Consolidated
Fund.

The working group has provisionally agreed that Rule 9.12.5 should be deleted
and that Rule 9.6.3 should be amended accordingly.

What next?

The Committee is asked to comment on the working group’s provisional conclusion.
If the Committee is content, the next stage for the working group will be to agree a
form of words which will effect the changes to procedure.  A paper will then be
submitted to the Procedures Committee.  It is hoped that the group will be able to
conclude its work in the next few weeks.

Callum Thomson
29 September 2000
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PROPOSED INQUIRY INTO RESOURCE ACCOUNTING and BUDGETING (RAB)

At the meeting of the Finance Committee on 19 September, members agreed that an
inquiry should be undertaken into this subject.

The suggested remit has been drawn up in conjunction with Professor Irvine
Lapsley, having regard to the discussion which took place at the previous meeting of
the  Finance Committee.

The suggested remit is:

The Finance Committee recognises that the Scottish Executive’s move to Resource
Accounting and Budgeting (RAB) raises a number of important issues and concerns.
The Committee considers it appropriate to examine the current developments in
Resource Accounting and Budgeting with reference to the resultant policy
implications for public sector organisations, specifically central government bodies.
The Committee will seek to assess the difficulties posed by the adoption of full
accrual accounting across the whole of the Government accounts.

The Committee will consider the overall framework (asset valuation and the bases of
valuation), the implication for the recognition and reporting of resources and the
costs of implementation and will examine both the accounting ramifications of the
shift and the potential effects for policy makers.

The Committee is invited to consider the draft remit, amend and endorse the terms
thereof.

Clerks and the committee researcher have given some initial thought to what
structure the inquiry might take and from whom evidence might be sought.  It is
suggested that once the remit is agreed, a request for written evidence will be issued
via the Committee’s web-site and relevant organisations and individuals will be
contacted.  Once written evidence has been received and circulated to members, the
Committee will be asked to determine from whom it wishes to take oral evidence.  It
is expected that oral evidence will begin around December, depending on the budget
and other work commitments of the Committee.

Adviser for the Inquiry

The Committee is asked to agree, in principle, that an adviser should be appointed to
assist the Committee with this inquiry.

Callum Thomson
29 September 2000


